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In a recent communication, Dedonder-Lardeuxet al. re-
ported on time resolved studies of the two-photon indu
harpoon reaction between Xe and Cl2 entrapped in clusters
generated in a molecular beam expansion.1 They also com-
mented on the two related studies in which Xe, a molecu
halogen, and femtosecond lasers were used: our liquid p
studies, in Cl2/LXe solutions;2 and the gas phase studies
I2/Xe mixtures carried out in a static cell, in Zewail’s group

3

These systems provide a unique opportunity for the inte
gation of bimolecular reactions in real-time. From this to
cal perspective, the published work deserves clarification

Under the deceptively simple shorthand notation for
two-photon induced harpoon reaction at issue:

Xe1Cl212hn→@Xe1Cl2
2#→XeCl~B/C!1Cl ~1!

lies a wealth of photophysics that has been exploited
extensively to review here. Suffice it to note that the wea
and complications are a result of the multiplicity of entran
channels that lead to the intermolecular charge transfer in
mediate, Xe1Cl2

2, which can loosely be regarded as the tra
sition state of this bimolecular reaction in~1!.4 We will limit
our focus to the three experiments, Refs. 1, 2, and 3 he
referred to as I, II, and III.

In I, two short-pulse lasers, operating at 395 nm and 3
nm, are used to interrogate Ar clusters containing Xe a
Cl2. As the delay between pulses is varied, two transi
contributions to the signal, consisting of the XeCl(B/C)
fluorescence, is observed. The first occurs at zero-delay,
is response limited to;0.5 ps. The second occurs when t
308 nm pulse arrives;0.5 ps after the 395 nm pulse, an
appears to be broader in time. The observation is sufficien
conclude that, at least two different entrance channels to~1!
are being observed. The first is consistent with a cohe
two-photon excitation, in agreement with our demonstrat
in II. The second implies the sequential process of pho
dissociation followed by photo-association:

Cl21hn~5395 nm!→Cl1Cl ~2a!

Xe1Cl1hn~5308 nm!→Xe1Cl2. ~2b!

The authors contrast this observation with ours, and co
ment that ‘‘the reality of the sequential process has b
questioned’’ by us, and incorrectly interpret our paper
implying that reaction~1! is limited to the ‘‘coherent two-
photon absorption process.’’

The sequential process~2! is the more natural mecha
nism, the existence of which has never been in question
fact, recognizing the large cross sections involved in~2b!, we
have advanced the scheme as an analytical tool for dete
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of atomic chlorine.5 In the gas phase, subtleties associa
with the distinction in reaction~2b! between excitation of the
bound XeCl van der Waals complex vs excitation of fr
Xe–Cl collision pairs, do arise. Contributions from both o
cur, and can be sorted out experimentally.6 The same issues
do not arise in condensed media, such as liquid Xe, wh
the photogenerated atoms in reaction~2a! remain in contact
with solvent Xe, available for excitation in reaction~2b!. The
observation of the sequential excitation signal in I is no s
prise since 308 nm is resonant with the XeCl(B←X) transi-
tion. The transient nature of this signal is, however, notew
thy; since it implies that a collision pair, as opposed to bou
XeCl(X), is being observed. Presumably, Xe and Cl2 are
initially trapped in a large Ar cluster, and the collision of
photogenerated Cl atom with Xe is being observed. The
atom must be cold enough to rationalize the 0.5 ps delay,
hot enough to rationalize the transient nature of its encou
with Xe. These interesting details will likely be sorted o
with additional data.

One of our achievements in II was the definitive esta
lishment of the four-body scattering event, the coherent tw
photon two-electron transition of reaction~1!, by isolating it
from all other channels. In our one-color experiment, t
choice of 320 nm radiation, which is to the red of th
XeCl(B–X) transition, was sufficient to avoid sequential e
citation. We demonstrated that two photons were absorbe
t<100 fs in promoting reaction~1!, and qualified it as coher
ent. The qualification is to be made with care. The reson
two-photon transition has the Cl2~

1Pu! surface as a real in
termediate, and within 100 fs the Cl–Cl bond can stretc
long distance on this repulsive surface. Accordingly, simu
tions of the ‘‘time-for-first-collision’’ were made to establis
that the observed signal was only consistent with a transi
limited to the Franck–Condon region of the pair in reacti
~1!, rather than secondary collisions between Cl and solv
Xe as implicated in reaction~2!.

The focus of paper III is the ‘‘Femtosecond laser cont
of a chemical reaction.’’ It proposes the preparation o
vibrational superposition in theB(3P0u) electronic state of
I2, and the subsequent interception of the I2(B) –Xe collision
complex with a second laser, to initiate the harpoon react

I2~X!1hn~5515 nm!→I 2~B!, ~3a!

I2~B!2Xe1hn~5260 nm!→Xe1I2
2→Xe1I21Xe.

~3b!

The process could in principle be followed by monitoring t
B→X fluorescence of XeI at 253 nm. Note, only collisio
complexes that fall within the probe window may be excit
/106(12)/5298/2/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5299Letters to the Editor
in ~3b!. This resonance condition is determined by the d
ference potential between Xe–I2(B) and Xe1I2

2 which al-
though dominated by its 1/r dependence on intermolecula
separation, may also be modulated by the coherent vibrat
of I2(B). Indeed, if this could be demonstrated, if the proce
described in reaction~3! could be singled out for observa
tion, then it would constitute coherent control of a bimolec
lar reaction. However, as the authors recognize in their p
ultimate paragraph in III, an alternate channel for t
production of Xe1I2 exists in their experiments, namely: th
sequential two-photon preparation of the molecular ion-p
I1I2, and its subsequent reaction with Xe:

I2~X!1hn~5515 nm!→I2~B! ~4a!

I2~B!1hn~5260 nm!→I1I2 ~4b!

followed by

I1I21Xe→Xe1I21I. ~4c!

This last reaction,~4c!, is known to have a large collisiona
cross section, and known to proceed without activation.7 In
contrast with reaction~3!, the bimolecular reaction now oc
curs on collisional time scales, long after the termination
the laser pulses. It is not too difficult to estimate that the X
fluorescence from this channel would completely overwhe
the signal, precluding the possibility of observing proce
~3!.8 This fact is borne out by the experiment.

In III, first, I 2 alone is introduced in the gas cell an
interrogated by the standard pump-probe experiment, i.e.
action ~4a! followed by reaction~4b! in which a vibrational
wave packet is prepared by the pump laser and excited to
molecular ion-pair states when it reaches the probe wind
The process is monitored through the ion-pair emission,
D8→A8 transition of I2 near 340 nm. The fluorescence i
tensity oscillates as a function of delay between pump
probe pulses, reflecting the;500 fs period of the wave
packet oscillating on theB potential curve of I2. Upon addi-
tion of Xe to the cell, the ion-pair emission subsides and
XeI(B→X) fluorescence is observed. The time depende
of the Xe1I2 emission faithfully tracks that of I1I2 observed
in the absence of Xe. This is consistent with reaction~4!,
where the probe resonance is not effected by Xe and inc
sistent with reaction~3!, where it must be. More to the poin
since the time dependence of fluorescence from I1I2 and
Xe1I2 are identical, we may conclude that the informati
content of the two observables is the same. They both m
sure the coherent oscillation of the vibrational superposit
in bare I2(B); neither contains information about the timin
of the bimolecular reaction between Xe and I2.

It would seem that the explanation given here, that
origin of the observed signal in III is strictly due to reactio
~4!, is accepted while maintaining that the mechanism c
stitutes active control of a bimolecular reaction.9 To see the
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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difficulty in such a reconciliation, consider in Eq.~4c! the
substitution of a photomultiplier for Xe and photocurrent f
Xe1I2. The photocurrent tracks the I1I2 fluorescence, just as
the XeI chemiluminescence does, yet we would not think
this standard pump-probe experiment as an active contro
electric current.

The timing of a bimolecular reaction, through control
final products, was achieved in our work, in II. We used t
direct two-photon excitation in reaction~1! for the sudden
preparation of Xe1Cl2 in liquid Xe, and followed the bond
formation in the bimolecular reaction between solute a
solvent:

Xe1Xe1Cl2→Xe21Cl2. ~5!

The bond was shown to form in;320 fs, in good agreemen
with an analytical estimate for ballistic motion over the ion
transition state. The method relied on optical control. Left
its own reaction~5! will proceed to completion in the liquid
phase. However, the progress of the reaction could be in
rupted by diverting the reactive flux from the ionic surface
the covalent ground surface by stimulating the radiative d
sociation:

Xe1Cl21hn→Xe1Cl. ~6!

This redirection of the reaction is manifested as depletion
the normal reaction product, as depletion of fluoresce
from Xe2

1Cl2, as a function of laser intensity. Nearly 60%
of the reaction flux was diverted. Moreover, the mechani
was verified by quantitative reproduction of the observ
signal through kinetics, using previously measured cross
tions and without adjustment of parameters. Despite the s
plicity of its design, the real-time tracking of a bimolecul
reaction through control of its final product was achieved
II.
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